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AWARD CITATION 
1. Surname, name and middle name KOSTROV PAVEL VASILIEVICH

2. Rank Sr. Lieutenant of the State Security Service

3. Position and unit Head of the 4th section of the Special Department 
(Counter-intelligence) NKVD of 64 army

is recommended for order “RED STAR”  

4. Birth year 1906

5. Nationality Russian

6. Party membership VKP(b) member

7. Participation in the civil war None

8. Wounds and contusions None

9. In Red Army service since 1932 in NKVD service

10. Previous awards and commendations Medal “For Bravery”

11. Awardee’s and his family permanent 
home address

intentionally obscured 

I. Brief and specific description of the personal feat or merits

 From the first days of the Patriotic war against the German invaders, he has 
been on the forward line of struggle and participated directly in the work of the 
Special Department (Counter-intelligence) NKVD. First, on the Bryansk front, and 
later as part of the Special Department (Counter-intelligence) NKVD of 64 Army on 
the Stalingrad front. He proved himself as a steadfast and brave Cheka (State 
Security Service) operative and Communist. 
 Being the head of one of the main counter-intelligence sections of the 
Special Department (Counter-intelligence) NKVD of 64 Army, proved himself as a 
determined and courageous leader, who conducted extensive work in assisting the 
army Military Council in liquidation of the exposed deficiencies during the combat 
operations of 64 Army defending Stalingrad city and during elimination of the 
encircled enemy pocket.  
 His daily prophylactic work among the Red Army personnel, allowed him to 
expose and seize the activities of cowards, panic mongers, deserters, German 
spies, and other enemies of our Motherland. His effort contributed to the steadfast 
attitude of our army troops. 
 Comrade KOSTROV successfully implemented the order №227 issued by 
the Peoples Commissariat of Defence on establishing blocking detachments in 64 
army. He daily led and coordinated 5 blocking detachments of the Special 
Department (Counter-intelligence) NKVD of our army. 
 He is recommended for order “RED STAR”. 

Commander of Special Department (Counter-intelligence) NKVD of 64 Army 
Major of State Security Service  signature  /GLINA/ 

19 January 1943
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Conclusion of Army Military Council

He deserves order “RED STAR”

Commander of 64 Army 
Lt. General signature 

/SHUMILOV/

Military council member of 64 Army 
Brigadier Commissar signature 

/SERDYUK/

Chief of Staff of 64 Army 
Mj. General signature 

/LASKIN/

30 January 1943

I concur with recommending him for order “RED STAR”

Deputy Commander of the Special Department NKVD of the Don front 
Colonel signature /KOSOLAPOV/
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